Abstract-Several significant models have been developed that enable the study of diffusion of signals across biological, social and engineered networks. Within these established frameworks, the inverse problem of identifying the source of the propagated signal is challenging, owing to the numerous alternative possibilities for signal progression through the network. In real world networks, the challenge of determining sources is compounded as the true propagation dynamics are typically unknown, and when they have been directly measured, they rarely conform to the assumptions of any of the well-studied models. In this paper we introduce a method called Network Infusion (NI) that has been designed to circumvent these issues, making source inference practical for large, complex real world networks. The key idea is that to infer the source node in the network, full characterization of diffusion dynamics, in many cases, may not be necessary. This objective is achieved by creating a diffusion kernel that well-approximates standard diffusion models such as the susceptible-infected diffusion model, but lends itself to inversion, by design, via likelihood maximization or error minimization. We apply NI for both single-source and multi-source diffusion, for both single-snapshot and multi-snapshot observations, and for both homogeneous and heterogeneous diffusion setups. We prove the mean-field optimality of NI for different scenarios, and demonstrate its effectiveness over several synthetic networks. Moreover, we apply NI to a real-data application, identifying news sources in the Digg social network, and demonstrate the effectiveness of NI compared to existing methods. Finally, we propose an integrative source inference framework that combines NI with a distance centrality-based method, which leads to a robust performance in cases where the underlying dynamics are unknown.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
I
NFORMATION from a single node (entity) can reach other nodes (entities) by propagation over network connections. For instance, a viral infection (either computer or biological) can propagate to different nodes in a network and become an epidemic [1] , while rumors can spread in a social network through social interactions [2] . Even a financial failure of an institution can have cascading effects on other financial entities and may lead to a financial crisis [3] . As a final example, in some human diseases, abnormal activities of few encoding genes for example, transcription factors, can cause their target genes and therefore some essential biological processes to fail to operate normally in the cell [4] , [5] .
In order to gain insight into these processes, mathematical models have been developed, primarily focusing on application to the study of virus propagation in networks [6] , [7] . A well-established continuous-time diffusion model for viral epidemics is known as the susceptible-infected (SI) model [8] , where infected nodes spread the virus to their neighbors probabilistically. For that diffusion model, [1] , [9] , [10] , [11] explore the relationship between network structure, infection rate, and the size of the epidemics, while [12] , [13] , [14] consider learning SI model parameters. Other diffusion methods use random walks to model information spread and label propagation in networks [15] , [16] , [17] . These references study the forward problem of signal diffusion.
Source inference is the inverse problem. It aims to infer source nodes in a network by merely knowing the network structure and observing the information spread at single or multiple snapshots (Fig. 1) . Even within the context of the well-studied diffusion kernels, source inference is a difficult problem in great part owing to the presence of path multiplicity in the network [18] . Recently, the inverse problem of a diffusion process in a network under a discrete time memoryless diffusion model, and when time steps are known, has been considered [19] , while the problem of identifying seed nodes (effectors) of a partially activated network in the steady-state of an Independent-Cascade model is investigated in [16] . Moreover reference [20] has considered the source inference problem using incomplete diffusion traces by maximizing the likelihood of the trace under the learned model. The problem setup and diffusion models considered in those works are different than the continuous-time diffusion setup considered in the present paper. The work in [21] uses the Minimum Description Length principle to identify source nodes using a heuristic cost function which combines the model cost and the data cost. Moreover, for the case of having a single source node in the network, some methods infer the source node based on distance centrality [22] , or degree centrality [23] measures of the infected subgraph. These methods can be efficiently applied to large networks, but, amongst other drawbacks, their performance lacks provable guarantees in general. For tree structures under a homogeneous SI diffusion model, [24] computes a maximum likelihood solution for the source inference problem and provides provable guarantees for its performance. Over tree structures, their solution is equivalent to the distance centrality of the infected subgraph. The problem of inferring multiple sources in the network has an additional combinatorial complexity compared to the single-source case (see Remark 3) . Reference [25] has considered this problem under an Independent Cascade (IC) model and introduced a polynomial time algorithm based on dynamic-programming for some special cases. We study this problem for incoherent sources and under the SI model in Section 3.3. We review this prior work more extensively in Section 2.3.
Source inference in real-world networks is made more challenging as the true propagation dynamics are typically unknown [26] , and when they have been directly measured, they rarely conform to the assumptions of well-studied canonical diffusion models such as SI, partially owing to heterogeneous information diffusion over network edges, latent sources of information, noisy network connections, non-memoryless transport and so forth [27] . As an example, we consider news spread over the Digg social news network [28] for more than 3,500 news stories. We find that in approximately 65 percent of cases, nodes who have received the news at a time t, did not have any neighbors who had already received the news by that time violating the most basic conditional independency assumption of the SI model. Furthermore, the empirical distribution of remaining news propagation times over edges of the Digg social news network cannot be approximated closely by a single distribution of a homogenous SI diffusion model, even by fitting a general Weibull distribution to the observed data (Appendix Fig. 3 , which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ TNSE.2018.2854218).
Owing to high computational complexity of solving the source inference problem under the well-studied SI diffusion models and considering the fact that those kernels are unlikely to match precisely a real-world diffusion, our key idea to solve the inverse problem is to identify a diffusion process that closely approximates the observed diffusion pattern, but also leads to a tractable source inference method by design. Thus, we develop a diffusion kernel that is distinct from the standard SI diffusion models, but its order of diffusion well-approximates many of them in various setups. We shall show that this kernel leads to an efficient source inference method that can be computed efficiently for large complex networks and shall provide theoretical performance guarantees under general conditions. The key original observation, from both a theoretical and practical perspective, is that in order to solve the inverse problem one does not need to know the full dynamics of the diffusion, instead to solve the inversion one can do so from statistics that are consistent across many diffusion models.
Instead of the full network, our proposed continuoustime network diffusion model considers k edge-disjoint shortest paths among pairs of nodes, neglecting other paths in the network. We call this kernel a path-based network diffusion kernel. Propagation times in the kernel are stochastically independent, which leads to efficient kernel computation even for large complex networks. Using the path-based network diffusion kernel, we propose a computationally tractable general method for source inference called Network Infusion (NI), by maximizing the likelihood (NI-ML) or minimizing the prediction error (NI-ME). The NI-ME algorithm is based on an asymmetric Hamming premetric function, and unlike NI-ML, it can be tuned to balance between false positive and false negative error types. Our approach can be computed efficiently for large complex networks, similarly to the distance and degree centrality methods. However, unlike those methods, we provide provable performance guarantees under a continuous-time dynamic SI diffusion setup. We prove that under the SI diffusion model, (i) the maximum-likelihood NI algorithm is mean-field optimal for tree structures, and (ii) the minimum-error NI algorithm is mean-field optimal for regular tree structures. All proofs are presented in the Appendix 5, available in the online supplemental material.
Most existing source inference methods consider the case of a single-source homogeneous diffusion setup, partially owing to the additional combinatorial complexity of more general cases. We show that the proposed NI framework can be used efficiently for multi-source and heterogeneous diffusion setups under general conditions. Particularly, we prove that the proposed multi-source NI algorithm, which is based on localized likelihood optimization, is mean-field optimal in the regular tree structure for sufficiently-distant sources. Moreover, for a heterogeneous diffusion setup, we show that the network diffusion kernel can be characterized using the phase-type distribution of a Markov chain absorbing time, leading to efficient source inference methods. We also extend our NI algorithms to the cases with unknown or partially known diffusion model parameters such as observation times, by introducing techniques to learn these parameters from observed sample values.
We apply NI to several synthetic networks considering an underlying standard SI diffusion model and compare its performance to existing source inference methods. Having verified the effectiveness of NI both theoretically and Fig. 1 . Network Infusion (NI) aims to identify source node(s) by reversing information propagation in the network. NI is based on a path-based network diffusion process that closely approximates the observed diffusion pattern, while leading to a tractable source inference method for large complex networks. The displayed network and infection pattern are parts of the Digg social news network.
through simulations, we then apply it to a real data application to identify the news sources for over 3,500 stories in the Digg social news network. We demonstrate the superior performance of NI compared to existing methods by validating the results based on annotated information, that was not provided to the algorithms. Finally, we propose an integrative source inference framework which combines source prediction ranks of network infusion and distance centrality and leads to a robust performance in cases where the underlying dynamics are unknown.
PROBLEM SETUP, COMPUTATIONAL DIFFICULTIES, AND PRIOR WORK
In this section, we present the source inference problem and explain its underlying challenges. We also review prior work and present notation used in the rest of the paper.
Source Inference Problem Setup
Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be a binary, possibly directed, graph representing a network with n nodes where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Let N ðiÞ represent the set of neighbors of node i in the network. If G is directed, N ðiÞ represents the set of parents of node i. For the sake of description, we illustrate the problem setup and notation in the context of a virus infection spread in the network with the understanding that our framework can be used to solve a more general source inference problem. Let S & V be the set of source nodes in the network. When a node gets infected, it spreads infection to its neighbors, which causes the propagation of infection in the network. Let T ði;jÞ be the non-negative, continuous random variable representing the virus traveling time over the edge ði; jÞ 2 E. The T ði;jÞ variables are assumed to be mutually independent. Let P i!j denote a path, i.e., an ordered set of edges, connecting node i to node j in the network. We define T P i!j as a random variable representing the virus traveling time over the path P i!j , with the following cumulative density function
Let yðtÞ 2 f0; 1g n be the node infection vector at time t, where y i ðtÞ ¼ 1 means that node i is infected at time t. Suppose T i is a random variable representing the time that node i gets infected. We assume that if a node gets infected it remains infected (i.e., there is no recovery). Suppose t i is a realization of the random variable T i . Thus, y i ðtÞ ¼ 1 if t ! t i , otherwise y i ðtÞ ¼ 0. If i is a source node, T i ¼ 0 and y i ðtÞ ¼ 1 for all t ! 0. The set V t ¼ fi : y i ðtÞ ¼ 1g represents all nodes that are infected at time t. Definition 1. In a dynamic Susceptible-Infected diffusion setup, we have
Let fyðtÞ : t 2 ð0; 1Þg represent a continuous-time stationary stochastic process of diffusion in the network G. In the source inference problem, given the sample values at times ft 1 ; . . . ; t z g (i.e., fyðt 1 Þ; . . . ; yðt z Þg), as well as the underlying graph structure G, we wish to infer sources nodes that started the infection at time 0. We assume that the number of sources to be inferred (i.e., m) and the observation time stamps (i.e., ft 1 ; . . . ; t z g) are also given. We discuss the cases with unknown or partially known parameters in Section 3.5.
One way to formulate the source inference problem is to use a standard maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
Definition 2 (MAP Source Inference). The MAP source inference solves the following optimization
where m is the number of source nodes in the network, and k:k l 0 represents the l 0 norm of a vector.
Note that an exact computation of optimization (3) is challenging in general partially owing to the exponential number of paths among nodes in the graph. We explain these computational difficulties in Section 2.2. In some applications, there may be nonuniform prior probabilities for different candidate source nodes. The MAP source inference optimization takes into account these prior probabilities as well. If there is no informative prior probabilities for candidate source nodes, the MAP source Optimization (3) can be simplified to the following maximum likelihood (ML) source estimation:
Definition 3 (ML Source Inference). The ML source inference solves the following optimization:
where its objective function is an ML function (score) of source candidates.
An alternative formulation for the source inference problem is based on minimizing the prediction error. In Section 3.2, we propose a minimum prediction error formulation that uses an asymmetric Hamming pre-metric function and can balance between false positive and false negative error types by tuning a parameter.
Computational Difficulties of the Source Inference Problem
In this section, we explain underlying challenges of the source inference problem. 
These likelihood functions are plotted in Fig. 2 . For a given observation time stamp t, the ML source estimator selects the node with the maximum likelihood score as the source node, according to Optimization 4. Note that an optimal source solution depends on the observation time parameter t (i.e., for t91:6, node 1 and for t01:6, node 0 are ML optimal source nodes.) 
In this case, likelihood computation is more complicated than the case of Remark 1, because both variables T 2 and T 3 depend on T 1 , and, therefore, consecutive terms do not cancel as in (6) . Moreover, note that there are two paths from node 0 to node 4 that overlap at edge ð0; 1Þ.
As we have mentioned earlier, such overlaps are a source of difficulty in the source inference problem, which is illustrated by this simplest example, because the variable T 4 depends on both variables T 2 and T 3 through a minð:; :Þ function which makes computation of the likelihood integral complicated. Moreover, in Remarks 1 and 2, we assume that the edge holding time distribution is known and follows an exponential distribution with the same parameter for all edges. This is the standard diffusion model used in most epidemic studies [9] , because the exponential distribution has a single parameter and is memoryless. However, in some practical applications, the edge holding time distribution may be unknown and/or may vary for different edges. We discuss this case in Section 3.4.
Prior Work
While our approach considers a general network diffusion setup and its inverse problem, most of the literature considers application to specific problems. The most common ones focus on studying different models of virus propagation in population networks. A standard information diffusion model in this setup is known as the susceptible-infectedrecovered (SIR) model [8] . At any time, nodes have three types in this model: susceptible nodes which are capable of getting infected, infected nodes that spread virus in the network, and recovered nodes that are cured and can no longer become infected. Under the SIR diffusion model, infection spreads from sources to susceptible nodes probabilistically. References [1] , [9] , [10] , [11] discuss the relationship among network structure, infection rate, and the size of the epidemics under this diffusion model. Learning different diffusion parameters of this model have been considered in references [12] , [13] , [14] . Some other diffusion methods use random walks to model information spread and label propagation in networks [15] , [16] , [17] . In these models, a random walker goes to a neighbor node with a probability inversely related to node degrees. Therefore, high degree nodes may be less influential in information spread in the network which may be counter-intuitive in some applications.
Although there are several works on understanding mechanisms of diffusion processes in different networks, there is somehow little work on studying the inverse diffusion problem to infer information sources, in great part owing to the presence of path multiplicity in the network [18] , described in Remarks 1, 2, and 3. Recently, [19] considers the inverse problem of a diffusion process in a network under a discrete time memoryless diffusion model when time steps are known, while reference [16] investigates the problem of identify seed nodes (effectors) of a partially activated network in the steady-state of an IndependentCascade model. Moreover reference [20] has studied this problem using incomplete diffusion traces by maximizing the likelihood of the trace under the learned model. The diffusion models and the problem setup considered in these works are different from the continuous-time dynamic diffusion setup considered in this paper. Furthermore, reference [21] uses the Minimum Description Length principle to identify source nodes in the network. Their method uses a heuristic cost function which combines the model cost and the data cost and lacks theoretical performance characterization.
For the case of having a single source node in the network, some methods infer the source node based on distance centrality [22] , or degree centrality [23] measures of the infected subgraph. These methods are efficient to apply to large networks. However, because they do not assume any particular diffusion model, their performance lacks provable guarantees in general. For tree structures and under a homogeneous SI diffusion model, reference [24] computes a maximum likelihood solution for the source inference problem and provides provable guarantees for its performance. Over tree structures, their solution is in fact equivalent to the distance centrality of the infected subgraph.
The multi-source inference problem has an additional combinatorial complexity compared to the single-source case (see Remark 3). Reference [25] has studied the complexity of this problem for different types of graphs under an Independent Cascade model. It shows that for arbitrary graphs this problem is NP-hard to even approximate. However, for some special cases, they introduce a polynomial time algorithm based on dynamic-programming to solve the multi-source problem under the IC model. We study this problem under the SI model for incoherent sources in Section 3.3.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we first introduce a path-based network diffusion kernel which is used in proposed source inference methods. Then we present algorithms to infer single and multiple sources in the network. Finally, we present NI algorithms for heterogeneous diffusion and non-parametric cases. For the sake of description, we shall, as before, have a recurrent example of the virus infection spread in the network.
The Path-Based Network Diffusion Kernel
Consider the case when there exists a single source node in the network. The multi-source generalization treated in Section 3.3. Suppose the network structure G ¼ ðV; EÞ is known, and a snapshot yðtÞ from some real diffusion dynamics is observed at time t. In general, there may be several diffusion processes that lead to the observed infection snapshot in the network, either exactly or approximately. Supposê yðt 0 Þ is the sample generated at time t 0 using a certain diffusion model. One way to characterize the error of this diffusion model to explain the observed diffusion sample is to use an asymmetric Hamming premetric function as follows:
where 0 a 1. This error metric assigns weight a to false positive and weight 1 À a to false negatives error types. To solve the inverse problem, one may select a diffusion process which approximates the observed diffusion pattern closely and also leads to a tractable source inference method. Although the SI diffusion model may be wellsuited to model the forward problem of information diffusion in the network, solving the inverse problem (the source inference problem) under this model is challenging in general, in great part owing to the presence of path multiplicity in the network, as we explain in Remarks 1, 2 and 3. Here, we present a path-based network diffusion kernel that is distinct from the standard SI diffusion models, but its order of diffusion approximates well many of them. We will show that this kernel leads to an efficient source inference method with theoretical performance guarantees, under some general conditions. In our diffusion model, instead of the full network, we consider up to k edge-disjoint shortest paths among pairs of nodes, neglecting other paths in the network. Suppose P Let E r i!j be the set of edges of the path P r i!j . We say two paths are edge-disjoint if the set of their edges do not overlap. Let fP 1 i!j ; P 2 i!j ; . . . ; P k i!j g represent k disjoint shortest paths between nodes i and j. We choose these paths iteratively so that
, P r i!j is a shortest path between nodes i and j in the network G 0 ¼ ðV; E À S rÀ1 a¼1 E a i!j Þ. In some cases, the shortest path solutions may not be unique. That is, there are at least two shortest paths connecting nodes i to j in the network. If these shortest paths do not overlap, the resulting path length vector ðjP 1 i!j j; . . . ; jP k i!j jÞ is the same irrespective of the selection order. For these cases, we perform tie-breaking uniformly at random. However, in the case of having overlapping shortest paths, one way to break the tie among these paths is to choose the one which leads to a shorter path in the next step. For example, consider the network depicted in Fig. 3b . There are two paths of length 3 between nodes 0 and 9. Choosing the path 0 À 5 À 4 À 9 leads to the next independent path 0 À 1 À 2À 3 À 9 with length 4, while choosing the path 0 À 1 À 4 À 9 leads to the next path 0 À 5 À 6 À 7 À 8 À 9 of length 5. Thus, the algorithm chooses the path 0 À 5 À 4 À 9. If next paths have the same length, tie would be broken considering more future steps. In practice, this case has negligible effect in the performance of the source inference method. Methods based on message-passing or dynamic programming can be used to select optimal k shortest paths in the network as well [29] , [30] . In this paper, we break ties randomly among paths with the same length.
We compute k disjoint shortest paths between nodes i and j using an iterative method: we first compute P 1 i!j , then edges over this path are being removed from the graph for the computation of P 2 i!j . This procedure is being repeated k times.
Recall that T P r i!j represents the virus traveling time over the path P r i!j whose cumulative density function is denoted by F P r i!j ð:Þ according to Equation (1) .
Definition 4 (Path-based network diffusion kernel). Let p i;j ðtÞ be the probability of node j being infected at time t if node i is the source node. Thus
where k is the number of independent shortest paths between nodes i and j. P ðtÞ ¼ ½p i;j ðtÞ is called a path-based network diffusion kernel.
In the path-based network diffusion kernel node j gets infected at time t if the infection reaches to it over at least one of the k independent shortest paths connecting that node to the source node. The path-based network diffusion kernel provides a non-dynamic diffusion basis for the network and is based on two important assumptions: that edge holding time variables T ði;jÞ are mutually independent; and the paths are disjoint. A path-based network diffusion kernel with k ¼ 1 only considers the shortest paths in the network and has the least computational complexity among other pathbased network diffusion kernels. Considering more paths among nodes in the network (i.e., k > 1) provides a better characterization of network diffusion processes with the cost of increased kernel computational complexity (Proposition 1). Computation of the path-based network diffusion kernel compared to the SI diffusion model is provably efficient even for large and complex networks.
The path-based network diffusion kernel provides a nondynamic diffusion model, where nodes become infected independently based on their distances (path lengths) to source nodes. Unlike the dynamic SI model, in the path network diffusion model, it is possible (though unlikely) to have y i ðtÞ ¼ 1 while y j ðtÞ ¼ 0, for all neighbors of node i (i.e., j 2 N ðiÞ). The key idea is that to infer the source node in the network, full characterization of diffusion dynamics, in many cases, may not be necessary as long as the diffusion model approximates the observed samples closely (e.g., according to an error metric of (9)). For instance, consider the setup of Remark 1 where the underlying diffusion model is according to a SI model. In that example, we compute source likelihood scores in (6) and (7) 
where F ðl; tÞ is the Erlang cumulative distribution function over a path of length l, that we shall show in (14) . Fig. 2 shows likelihood scores of infected nodes computed according to (11) . This example illustrates that for a wide range of parameter t, both models lead to the same optimal solution. Moreover, unlike the SI model, likelihood functions can be computed efficiently using the path-based network diffusion kernel, even for large complex networks. The path-based diffusion kernel considers only the top k shortest paths among nodes, neglecting other paths in the networks. The effect of long paths is dominated by the one of short ones leading to a tight approximation. Suppose P 
Note that for very small or large t values (i.e., t ! 0 or t ! 1), both F P 1 i!j ð:Þ and F P 2 i!j ð:Þ go to 0 and 1, respectively, and thus the approximation (12) remains tight. For an example network depicted in Fig. 4a , we illustrate the tightness of the first order approximation (i.e., k ¼ 1) for different lengths of the path P 2 i!j . In general for large k values the gap between the approximate and the exact kernels becomes small with the cost of increased kernel computational complexity (see Proposition 1). The same approximation holds for overlapping paths with different lengths as it is illustrated in Fig. 4b .
Finally, path-based network diffusion kernel only considers independent shortest paths among nodes and therefore ignores the effects of non-disjoint paths in the network. This is a critical relaxation because, as we explain in Remark 2, overlapping paths and dependent variables make the likelihood computation and therefore source inference challenging. In general, if there are many overlapping shortest paths among nodes in the network, this approximation might not be tight. However, in network structures whose paths do not overlap significantly (for example tree structures), this approximation is tight. In Appendix 1, available in the online supplemental material, we show that in a common model for sparse random networks [31] , shortest paths among nodes that are the dominating factors in the path-based network diffusion kernel computation, are extremely unlikely to overlap with each other, leading to a tight kernel approximation.
One main advantage of using the path-based network diffusion kernel compared to other diffusion models such as the SI diffusion model is its efficient computation even for large and complex networks:
Proposition 1 (Computational complexity of path-based network diffusion kernel). Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be a directed network with n nodes and jEj edges. Then, computation of the k-path network diffusion kernel of Definition 4 has a worst case computational complexity OðkjEjnþ kn 2 log ðnÞÞ.
Remark 4.
To solve the source inference problem, one only needs to compute rows of the path-based network diffusion kernel which correspond to infected nodes (i 2 V t ). Thus, time complexity of kernel computation can be reduced to 
Computation of the path-based network diffusion kernel depends on edge holding time distributions. If the virus traveling time variables T ði;jÞ are identically distributed for all edges in the network, the underlying diffusion process is called homogeneous. On the other hand, if holding time distributions differ among edges in the network, the resulting diffusion process is heterogeneous. In this section, we consider a homogeneous diffusion setup, where the holding time distribution is an exponential distribution with parameter for all edges. Without loss of generality, we assume that ¼ 1. It is important to note that the proposed framework is not limited to use of either the exponential or a single delay distribution. Other edge holding time distributions can be used in the framework as well. For example, the case of heterogeneous diffusion is considered in Section 3.4.
Under the setup considered in this section, the virus traveling time over each path in the network has an Erlang distribution, because it is the sum of independent exponential variables. Thus, we have that
where gðÁÞ is the lower incomplete gamma function [32] . jP r i!j j (the path length connecting node i to j) is also called the Erlang's shape parameter. Because F P r i!j ðtÞ is only a function of the path length and parameter t, to simplify notation, we define F ðl; tÞ , F P r i!j ðtÞ;
where l ¼ jP r i!j j. The k-path network diffusion kernel of Definition 4 using the Erlang distribution is called a pathbased Erlang network diffusion kernel. If only one shortest path among nodes is considered (i.e., k ¼ 1), the diffusion kernel of Definition 4 is called the shortest path network diffusion kernel.
Definition 5 (Shortest path Erlang diffusion kernel).
The shortest path Erlang network diffusion kernel is defined as follows:
where d i;j is the length of the shortest path connecting node i to node j, and F ðd i;j ; tÞ represents the Erlang cumulative distribution function of (14) .
The shortest path Erlang diffusion kernel can be viewed as the first order approximation of the underlying diffusion process. It has the least computational complexity among other path-based network diffusion kernels which makes it suitable to be used over large and complex networks. Moreover, this kernel has a single parameter t which can be learned reliably using the observed samples (see Section 3.5).
Global Source Inference
In this section, we describe a source inference method called Network Infusion which aims to solve the inverse diffusion problem over a given network using observed infection patterns. The method described in this section finds a single node as the source of the global information spread in the network. In Section 3.3, we consider the case when more than one source node exists, where each source causes a local infection propagation in the network. In this section, we also assume that the infection pattern is observed at a single snapshot at time t (i.e., yðtÞ is given). The case of having multiple snapshots is considered in Appendix 2, available in the online supplemental material.
Recall that V t is the set of observed infected nodes at time t, and P ðtÞ ¼ ½p i;j ðtÞ represents the path-based network diffusion kernel according to Definition 4. Under the pathbased network diffusion kernel, the joint diffusion probability distribution can be decoupled into individual marginal distributions, which leads to a tractable ML Optimization, even for complex networks: 
In Optimization (16), Lði; tÞ is called the NI log-likelihood function (score) of node i at time t. In this optimization, the parameter t is the time at which the observation is made and is assumed to be known. For cases that this parameter is unknown, we introduce techniques to learn a withindiffusion-model time parameter with provable performance guarantees in various setups (Section 3.5).
To have a well-defined NI log-likelihood objective function, p i;j ðtÞ should be non-zero for infected nodes i and j (i.e., p i;j ðtÞ 6 ¼ 0 when i; j 2 V t ). If infected nodes form a strongly connected sub-graph over the network, this condition is always satisfied. In practice, if p i;j ðtÞ ¼ 0 for some i; j 2 V t (i.e., i and j are disconnected in the graph), we assume that p i;j ðtÞ ¼ (e.g., ¼ 10 À6 ). Note that for j = 2 V t , for any value of t > 0, p i;j ðtÞ < 1. Therefore, the second term in the summation of Optimization (16) is always well-defined.
NI Algorithm 1 aims to infer the source node by maximizing Lði; tÞ. An alternative approach is to infer the source node by minimizing the expected prediction error of the observed infection pattern. We describe this approach in the following:
Let h a ðy; xÞ be a weighted Hamming premetric between two binary sequences x and y defined as in (9) .
If a ¼ 1=2, h a ð:; :Þ is a metric distance. If a 6 ¼ 1=2, h a ð:; :Þ is a premetric (not a metric) because it does not satisfy the symmetric property of distance metrics (i.e., there exist x and y such that h a ðx; yÞ 6 ¼ h a ðy; xÞ), and it does not satisfy the triangle inequality either (i.e., there exist x, y and z such that h a ðx; yÞ > h a ðy; zÞ þ h a ðz; xÞ).
Remark 5. h a ðy; xÞ generalizes Hamming distance between binary sequences y and x using different weights for different error types. Suppose x is a prediction of the sequence y. There are two types of possible errors: (1) if y i ¼ 1 and the prediction is zero (i.e., x i ¼ 0, false negative error), (2) if y i ¼ 0 and the prediction is one (i.e., x i ¼ 1, false positive error). h a ðy; xÞ combines these errors by assigning weight 1 À a to false negatives (i.e., missing ones), and weight a to false positives (i.e., missing zeros). Having different weights for different error types can be useful, specially if the sequence y is sparse. Suppose y has k ones (positives), and n À k zeros (negatives). Therefore, there are k possible type 1 errors and n À k type 2 errors in prediction. In this case, to have balance between the number of true negative and false positive errors, one can choose a ¼ k=n in calculation of h a ðy; xÞ. Now we introduce a NI algorithm which infers the source node by minimizing the prediction error. 
where x i ðtÞ is a binary prediction vector of node i at time t with probability distribution P i ðtÞ, and H a ði; tÞ is the expected prediction error of node i at time t.
Similarly to Maximum Likelihood NI (NI-ML) Algorithm, we assume that the parameter t (the time at which observation is made) is known. We discuss the case when this parameter is unknown in Section 3.5.
Remark 6. According to Remark 5, to have balance between
false positive and false negative error types, one can use a ¼ jV t j=n where jV t j is the number of infected nodes (positives) at time t. However, in general, this parameter can be tuned in different applications using standard machine learning techniques such as cross validation [33] .
The proposed NI methods based on maximum likelihood (NI-ML, Algorithm 1) and minimum error (NI-ME, Algorithm 2) are efficient to solve even for large complex networks: Proposition 2. Suppose the underlying network G ¼ ðV; EÞ has n nodes and jEj edges. Let V t represent the set of infected nodes at time t. Then, a worst case computational complexity of NI Algorithms 1 and 2 is O À jV t jðkjEj þ kn log ðnÞÞ Á .
In the rest of this section, we analyze the performance of NI Algorithms 1 and 2 under a standard SI diffusion model of Definition 1. Theorem 1. Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be an undirected tree with countably infinite nodes. Suppose node s is the source node, t is the infection observation time, and the underlying diffusion process is according to the SI model of Definition 1. Then, we have E½Lðs; tÞ ! E½Lði; t 0 Þ; 8i; 8t 0 ;
where E½Lði; t 0 Þ is the expected NI log-likelihood score of node i with parameter t 0 .
In the setup of Theorem 1, similarly to the setup of reference [24] , we assume that the set of vertices is countably infinite to avoid boundary effects. Theorem 1 provides a mean-field (expected) optimality for Algorithm 1. In words, it considers the case when we have sufficient samples from independent infection spreads in the network starting from the same source node.
Note that the function Lði; tÞ provides a statistics of node i being the source node. Theorem 1 considers the expectation of this function under the SI diffusion model. Since both expectation and summation are linear operations, the graph structure is tree, and in Lði; tÞ nodes have been decoupled, computing this expectation under the SI model and the path-based network diffusion kernel leads to the same argument (for more details, see the proof of the Theorem). However by considering the expectation under the path-based network diffusion kernel, the argument of Theorem 1 holds for a general graph structure.
In (18), i can be equal to s (the source node), and/or t 0 can be equal to t as well. If i is equal to s, we have the following: 
where the equality holds iff t ¼ t 0 .
Remark 7.
In this remark, we highlight the difference between parameters t and t 0 in Theorem 1. The parameter t is the time at which we observe the infection pattern in the network. If this parameter is known, it can be used to compute likelihood scores according to Optimization (16) . However, this parameter may be unknown and one may use an estimate of this parameter in Optimization (16) (i.e., using t 0 instead of t). Theorem 1 indicates that even if different parameters t 0 6 ¼ t are used to compute source likelihood scores for different nodes, the likelihood score obtained by the source node s and the true parameter t is optimal in expectation. This theorem and corresponding Proposition 1 provide a theoretical basis to estimate the underlying true parameter t by maximizing the likelihood score for each node over different values of t 0 (for more details, see Section 3.5).
In the following, we present the mean-field optimality of minimum error NI algorithm (NI-ME) over regular tree structures: Theorem 2. Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be a regular undirected tree with countably infinite nodes. Suppose node s is the source node, t is the observation time, and the underlying diffusion process is according to the SI model of Definition 1. Then, for any value of 0 < a < 1 and t 0 > 0, we have E½H a ðs; t 0 Þ < E½H a ði; t 0 Þ; 8i 6 ¼ s; 8t 0 > 0; (20) where E½H a ði; t 0 Þ is the expected prediction error of node i using parameter t 0 . Equality (20) holds iff s ¼ i.
The mean field optimality of NI-ME algorithm holds for all values of 0 < a < 1 under the setup of Theorem 2. In practice and under more general conditions, we find that a selection according to Remarks 5 and 6 leads to a robust performance, owing to the balance between true negative and false positive errors (Sections 4.1 and 4.2).
Remark 8. The NI-ML mean-field optimality of Theorem 1 holds even if different t 0 values are used for different nodes. However, the mean-field optimality of the NI-ME method of Theorem 2 holds if the same t 0 parameter is used for all nodes. Interestingly, even if the parameter used in the NI-ME algorithm is difference than the true observation time parameter (i.e., t 0 6 ¼ t), the optimality argument of Theorem 2 holds which indicates the robustness of the method with respect to this parameter. Moreover, the NI-ME optimality of inequality (20) is strict, while the one of NI-ML method according to the inequality (18) may have multiple optimal solutions.
Multi-Source NI
In this section, we consider the multi-source inference problem, where there exists m sources in the network. We consider this problem when sources are sufficiently distant from each other and only a single snapshot, at time t, is available (i.e., yðtÞ is given). For simplicity of the analysis, we consider k ¼ 1 in the path-based network diffusion kernel (i.e., only shortest paths are considered).
Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be the underlying network where d i;j represents the length of the shortest path between node i and node j. Define Dði; RÞ , fj 2 V jd i;j < Rg as a disk with radius R centered at node i, which we refer to as the R-neighborhood of node i in the network. Similarly, the union of disks with radius R centered at nodes of the set V 1 & V is defined as DðV 1 ; RÞ , fj 2 V j9i 2 V 1 ; d i;j < Rg. We define the following distances in the network:
where F ðd; tÞ is defined according to (14) . 
where d 0 and d 1 are defined according to (21) .
Intuitively, sources are incoherent if they are sufficiently distant from each other in the network so that their infection effects at time t do not overlap in the network (for instance, viruses released from them, with high probability, have not visited the same nodes.). This assumption is a critical condition to solve the multi-source NI problem efficiently.
Definition 7 (Multi-Source Network Diffusion Kernel).
Suppose G ¼ ðV; EÞ is a possibly directed binary graph and there exist m source nodes S ¼ fs 1 ; . . . ; s m g in the network that are -coherent. We say a node j = 2 S gets infected at time t if it gets a virus from at least one of the sources. Thus, we have
where p s;j ðtÞ ¼ 1 À p s;j ðtÞ.
Using multi-source network diffusion kernel of Definition 7, the log-likelihood function LðS; tÞ and the Hamming error function H a ðS; tÞ are defined as follows:
LðS; tÞ ,
Similarly to Algorithms 1 and 2, NI aims to find a set of m sources which maximizes the log-likelihood score, or minimizes the weighted Hamming error. However, unlike the single source case, these optimizations are computationally costly because all jV t j m possible source combinations should be evaluated. If the number of infected nodes is significant (jV t j ¼ OðnÞ), even for small constant number of sources, one needs to compute the likelihood or error scores for approximately Oðn m Þ possible source subsets, which may be computationally overly challenging for large networks.
One way to solve this combinatorial optimization is to take an iterative approach, where, at each step, one source node is inferred. However, at each step, using single source NI methods may not lead to an appropriate approximation because single source NI methods aim to find the source node which explains the entire infection pattern in the network, while in the multi-source case, the entire infection pattern are caused by multiple sources. To avoid this problem, at each step, we use a localized version of NI methods developed in Algorithms 1 and 2, where sources explain the infection pattern only around their neighborhood in the network. 
where only nodes in the d 0 neighborhood of node i is considered in likelihood computation.
A similar argument can be expressed for the localized Hamming prediction error. For large d 0 values, the localized likelihood score is similar to the global likelihood score of (16) . Using localized likelihood function is important in the multi-source NI problem because source candidates cannot explain the infection pattern caused by other sources. In the following, we propose an efficient localized NI method to solve the multi-source inference problem by maximizing localized likelihood scores of source candidates using a greedy approach. A similar algorithm can be designed for the localized minimum error NI.
Algorithm 3 (Multi-source NI-ML Algorithm). Suppose S r is the set of inferred sources at iteration r. The localized NI-ML algorithm has the following steps:
Step 0: S 0 ¼ ;.
Step r+1: -Likelihood computation: compute s rþ1 using the following optimization
-Update the source set: add s rþ1 to the list of inferred sources
In the following, we show that if sources are sufficiently incoherent (i.e., sufficiently distant from each other in the network), the solution of localized NI Algorithm 3 approximates the exact solution closely. Theorem 3. Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be a regular undirected tree with countably infinite nodes. Suppose sources are -coherent according to Definition 6, and the underlying diffusion process is according to the SI model of Definition 1. Suppose S r is the set of sources inferred by localized NI Algorithm 3 till iteration r. If S k & S, then with probability at least 1 À , there exists a source node that has not been inferred yet whose localized likelihood score is optimal in expectation 9s 2 S À S r ; ;E½L d 0 ðs; tÞ ! E½L d 0 ði; tÞ
Proposition 3. A worst case computational complexity of localized NI Algorithm 3 is O À jV t jðkjEj þ kn log ðnÞ þ mnÞ Á .
NI for Heterogeneous Network Diffusion
In previous sections, we have assumed that the infection spread in the network is homogeneous; i.e., virus traveling time variables T ði;jÞ are i.i.d. for all edges in the network. This can be an appropriate model for the binary (unweighted) graphs. However, if edges have weights, the infection spread in the network may be heterogeneous; i.e., the infection spread is faster over strong connections compared to the one of weak edges. Suppose G ¼ ðV; E; W Þ represents a weighted graph, where wði; jÞ > 0 if ði; jÞ 2 E, and wði; jÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. One way to model a heterogeneous diffusion in the network is to assume that edge holding time variables T ði;jÞ are distributed independently according to an exponential distribution with parameter i;j ¼ wði; jÞ. According to this model, the average holding time of edge ði; jÞ is 1=w i;j , indicating the fast spread of infection over strong connections in the network.Recall that T P r i!j represents the virus traveling time variable from node i to node j over the path P r i!j . To simplify notations and highlight the main idea, consider the path P r 0!l ¼ f0 ! 1 ! 2 . . . ! lg. The virus traveling time from node 0 to node l over this path (T P r 0!l ) is a hypoexponential variable whose distribution is a special case of the phase-type distribution. For this path, we consider a Markov chain with l þ 1 states, where the first l states are transient, and the state l þ 1 is an absorbing state. Each transient state of this Markov chain corresponds to an edge ði; jÞ over this path whose holding time is characterized by an exponential distribution with rate i;j ¼ wði; jÞ (Fig. 5a) . In this setup, the virus traveling time from node 0 to node l over the path P r 0!l is equal to the time from the start of the process until reaching to the absorbing state of the corresponding Markov chain. The distribution of this absorbing time can be characterized as a special case of the phase-type distribution. A subgenerator matrix of the Markov chain of Fig. 5a is defined as follows: : (28) For simplicity, denote the above matrix by Q Qð 0;1 ; . . . ; lÀ1;l Þ. Define a a ¼ ð1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ as the probability of starting in each of the l states. Then, the Markov chain absorbtion time is distributed according to PHða a; QÞ, where PHð:; :Þ represents a phase-type distribution. In this special case, this distribution is also called a hypoexponential distribution. A similar subgenerator matrix Q can be defined for a general path P r i!j connecting nodes i to j. Thus, we have
where 1 1 is a column vector of ones of the size jP r i!j j, and e X is the matrix exponential of X. For an unweighted graph where all edges have the same rate , (31) is simplified to (13) . For the weighted graph G ¼ ðV; E; W Þ, we compute k shortest paths among pairs of nodes over the graph G 0 ¼ ðV; E; W 0 Þ, where w 0 ði; jÞ ¼ 1=wði; jÞ if ði; jÞ 2 E, otherwise w 0 ði; jÞ ¼ 1. Then, the path network diffusion kernel for a weighted graph G ¼ ðV; E; W Þ can be defined according to Definition (4) . Using this kernel, NI algorithms introduced in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 can then be used to infer the source node under the heterogeneous diffusion in the network.
Note that this framework can be extended to a more complex diffusion setup as well. We provide an example of such diffusion setup in the following: 
for i ¼ 0; 1. Then, for this path, we have
To compute the path-based network diffusion kernel, we compute shortest paths among pairs of nodes over the graph G 
Non-Parametric NI -Unknown Snapshot Time
In some real-world applications, one does not know when the spread was instigated. Thus, in those cases, only the network structure G and infection patterns fyðt 1 Þ; . . . ; yðt z Þg are known. Therefore, to use NI algorithms, we need to learn the parameters such as observation times ft 1 ; . . . ; t z g, the number of sources m in the network, and the number of disjoint shortest paths considered in the diffusion kernel k. In the following, we introduce efficient techniques to learn these parameters:
Observation Time Parameters. In the maximum likelihood NI Algorithm 1, according to Remark 7, the true parameter t is the one that maximizes the expected source likelihood score according to Theorem 1. Thus, in the case of unknown parameter t, we solve the following optimization:
ðs; tÞ ¼ arg max
where Lði; t 0 Þ is the log-likelihood function of node i using parameter t 0 . One way to solve Optimization (32) approximately is to quantize the range of parameter t (i.e., t 2 ð0; t max Þ) to b bins and evaluate the objective function in each case. Because we assume that the parameter of the edge holding time distribution is equal to one, one appropriate choice for t max is the diameter of the infected subgraph, defined as the longest shortest path among pairs of infected nodes. The number of quantization levels b determines the resolution of the inferred parameter t and therefore the tightness of the approximation. If t max is large and the true t parameter is small, to have a tight approximation, the number of quantization levels b should be large which may be computationally costly. In this case, one approach to estimate parameter t is to use the first moment approximation of the Erlang network diffusion kernel over source neighbors. Suppose m is the fraction of the infected 
In the minimum error NI Algorithm 2, according to Remark 8, the prediction error of all infected nodes should be computed using the same parameter t. In the setup of Theorem 2, any value of parameter t leads to an optimal solution in expectation. In general, we suggest the following approach to choose this parameter: First, for each node, we minimize the prediction error for different values of the parameter t as follows:
This Optimization can be solved approximately similarly to the case of maximum likelihood NI Optimization (32) . For the small t values, we use (33) to obtain t Ã i . Then, to obtain a fixed t parameter for all nodes, we take the median of t Ã i parameters of nodes with the minimum prediction error (in our experiments, we consider top 10 predictions with the smallest error to estimate the parameter t). In the cases of multi-source and multi-snapshot NI, one can use similar approaches to estimate time stamp parameters.
The Number of Sources. In NI algorithms presented in Section 3.3, we assume that the number of sources in the network (i.e., the parameter m) is known. In the case of unknown parameter m, if sources are sufficiently incoherent according to Definition 6, one can estimate m as follows: because sources are incoherent, their caused infected nodes do not overlap with each other with high probability. Thus, the number of connected components of the infected sub-graph (or the number of infected clusters in the network) can provide a reliable estimate of the number of sources in this case.
Regularization Parameter of NI-ME. The minimum error NI Algorithm 2 has a regularization parameter a which balances between false positive and false negative error types. In the setup of Theorem 2, any value of 0 < a < 1 leads to an optimal expected weighted Hamming error solution of (20) . However, in general, we choose this parameter according to Remarks 5 and 6 to have a balance between the number of false negative and false positive errors.
Number of Disjoint Shortest Paths Considered in Kernel Computation. Our proposed path-based network diffusion kernel considers up to k independent shortest paths among nodes where a node j gets infected at time t if the infection reaches to it over at least one of the k disjoint shortest paths connecting that node to the source node. A path-based network diffusion kernel with k ¼ 1 has the least computational complexity among other path-based network diffusion kernels. Considering more paths among nodes in the network (i.e., k > 1) provides a better characterization of network diffusion processes with the cost of increased kernel computational complexity (Proposition 1). For example, over an asymmetric grid network of Appendix 3, available in the online supplemental material, considering increased numbers of paths among nodes to form the path network diffusion kernel improves the performance of NI methods significantly as higher order paths partially capture the asymmetric diffusion spread in the network. In this section, we assess the performance of NI and other source inference algorithms over different synthetic network structures. To generate simulated diffusion patterns, we use the SI kernel to allow a fair performance comparison with existing methods. The inputs to the algorithms are the network structure G, and the observed infection pattern at some unknown time t (i.e., yðtÞ); we estimate a withindiffusion-model parameter t using the observed infection pattern and network structure according to techniques described in Section 3.5. For evaluation, we sort infected nodes as source candidates according to the score obtained by different methods. We then compute the rank of true sources averaged over different runs of simulations. If this score is close to one, it means that the true source is among top predictions of the method (For more details, see Appendix 3, available in the online supplemental material).
Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c, and 6d compares the performance of different source inference methods over both Erd€ os-R enyi and power law networks, and in different ranges of the parameter t. Panels (a) and (c) illustrate the performance when only one sample from the infection pattern at time t is available, while Panels (b) and (d) demonstrate the performance when five independent samples from the infection pattern at time t are given, illustrating the mean-field optimality of NI methods according to Theorems 1 and 2. In all cases, the NI-ML and NI-ME algorithms significantly outperform other methods. Because the underlying networks are sparse, the performance of single-path and multi-path NI methods are close to each other in both network models. Notably, unlike NI methods, the performance of other source inference methods such as distance centrality and degree centrality does not tend to converge to the optimal value even for higher sample sizes (Appendix 3, available in the online supplemental material).
Similar results hold for NI algorithms over grid structures (Figs. 6e and 6f) . In this case, the performance of the distance centrality method for higher sample sizes converges to the optimal value as well. Since grid structures are symmetric, even though paths among nodes overlap significantly, considering shortest paths approximates the true diffusion dynamics closely (Appendix 3, available in the online supplemental material). In Fig. 7 , we also illustrate an adversarial example of an asymmetric grid structure where the performance of source inference methods do not converge to the optimal value, owing to the asymmetric diffusion spread in the network. In this case, considering increased numbers of paths among nodes to form the path network diffusion kernel improves the performance of NI methods significantly, as higher order paths partially capture the asymmetric diffusion spread in the network (Appendix 3, available in the online supplemental material).
Inference of News Sources in the Digg Social News Network
We evaluate the performance of NI and other source inference techniques in identifying news sources over the social news aggregator Digg. We also propose an integrative source inference framework which combines network infusion methods (NI-ME and NI-ML) with the distance centrality method. We exclude the degree centrality method from our integration owing to its low performance over synthetic and real networks. In our integrative framework, we compute the average rank of each node to be the source node according to different source inference methods ( Fig. 8a and Appendix 4, available in the online supplemental material). The proposed integrative method removes method-specific biases of individual source inference techniques and leads to robust performance, particularly when the underlying dynamics are unknown. Reference [28] has collected voting activities and friendship connections of Digg's users over a period of a month in 2009 for 3,553 promoted news stories. We use this data to form a friendship network of active Digg users with 24,219 nodes and more than 350K connections. We consider users as active if they have voted for at least 10 stories in this time period. Fig. 1 demonstrates a small part of the Digg friendship network. Fig. 8b demonstrates the cumulative number of votes for a particular story at different times. If friends of a user A vote for a specific story, it is more likely that user A will also vote for that story and that is how information propagates over the Digg friendship network. NI aims to invert this information propagation process to infer the news source by observing the voting pattern in a single snapshot in the steady state when no further news propagation occurs. Here, we only consider the shortest path (i.e., k ¼ 1) among nodes to compute the path-based network diffusion kernel used in NI Algorithms 1 and 2. This application provides an interesting real data framework to assess the performance and robustness of different source inference methods because the underlying diffusion processes are based on real dynamics over the Digg friendship network. Fig. 8c demonstrates the median prediction ranks of true sources inferred by individual and integrative source inference methods. NI-ME outperforms other individual source inference methods methods with a medium prediction rank of 5, while the integrative source inference leads to the best performance with a median prediction rank of 3. In fact, NI-ME and integrative source inference algorithms infer news sources optimally (in their top prediction) for approximately 30 and 38 percent of stories, respectively (Fig. 8d) . This illustrates the robustness of these methods in cases where the underlying dynamics are unknown.
DISCUSSION
The key idea of our proposed source inference method is designing diffusion processes that closely approximate the observed diffusion pattern, while leading to tractable source inference methods for large complex networks. Our proposed path-based network diffusion kernel well-approximates a standard SI diffusion model particularly over sparse networks. The key intuition is that to infer the source node in the network, full characterization of diffusion dynamics, in many cases, may not be necessary. One advantage of our proposed path-based network diffusion kernel is its tunability, that it can consider different number of shortest paths in kernel computation. This resembles, vaguely, a Taylorexpansion of network topology to form a diffusion kernel with different orders of expansion. One can extend this key idea to design other network diffusion kernels to approximate other general diffusion models such as SIR (susceptible-infected-recovered) [8] , or to design network-specific diffusion kernels considering different topological properties such as their symmetry, degree distribution, etc.
The NI framework infers source nodes using the network topology and snapshots from the infection spread. On the other hand, [34] , [35] have considered the problem of network inference given propagation pathways over the network. If the network topology is partially unknown or has some errors with either false positive or false negative edges, one can devise a joint network inference-network infusion framework where in one direction, the pattern of infection spread is used to learn the network topology by denoising false positive and false negative edges, while in the other direction, the topology of the network is used to infer pathways of infection spread over the network. Ken Duffy received the BA(mod) and PhD degrees in mathematics from the Trinity College Dublin. He is a professor with the Hamilton Institute, National University of Ireland Maynooth. His primary research interests include probability and statistics, and their applications in science and engineering.
